INTRODUCTION

Identification of a moving average time series model as an STLS problem
We introduce the structured total least squares (STLS) problem by an example. Consider the moving average time series model a(i )x(1) +ā(i − 1)x(2) =b(i ), for i = 1, . . . , m.
(
The vector x := x (1) i.e., there exists a mapping S : R 2m+1 → R m×3 (linear, in the example), such thatC = S(p).
Suppose that we measure the input, the output, and the initial condition with additive noise:
p =p +p. Herep is the true value andp is the measurement noise, which is assumed to be a realization of a zero mean random vector with known (up to a factor of proportionality) covariance matrix Vp. We consider the following system identification problem: given the measurements p, find an estimate of the true value of the model parameter vectorx (i.e.,Āx =b). It is well known, however, that this approach leads to a biased estimate, see [18] . In [26] , a bias corrected least squares estimator is proposed that leads to a consistent estimator. Another approach that yields a consistent estimator, see [2] , is the total least squares (TLS) method [10, 28] , 
Both the bias corrected LS and the TLS methods, however, ignore the structure in the data matrix C, i.e., If the noise vectorp is normally distributed, then this structured total least squares problem, yields the maximum likelihood estimate ofx. Statistical consistency of the STLS estimate is proven in [3, 14] .
The fact that the STLS estimator is consistent and efficient under mild assumptions, satisfied in many applications, and the possibility to design efficient algorithms by exploiting the structure on the level of the computations makes the STLS problem attractive.
The multivariate STLS problem
Other applications, e.g., finite impulse response (FIR) model identification, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model identification, and approximation of a Hankel matrix by a lower rank Hankel matrix (Hankel low rank approximation), can be formulated and solved as STLS problems. For more examples, see [6, 8] . Different applications, however, result in different structures of the extended data matrix C. Also some applications, e.g., the Hankel low rank approximation problem, require a multivariate linear model AX ≈ B. We define a multivariate STLS problem that has a flexible structure specification, covering a wide spectrum of applications.
Consider the multivariate linear errors-in-variables (EIV) model
where A ∈ R m×n and B ∈ R m×d are observations, and X ∈ R n×d is a parameter of interest. We denote the corresponding (non-stochastic) true values by bar and measurement errors by tilde. Typically the dimensions of the estimated parameter are small compared with the number of measurements, i.e., nd ≪ m.
We assume that there is an a priori known affine function S :
with n p ≥ md, such that
for some structure parameter vector p ∈ R n p . The true data matrixC := ĀB also satisfies the affine function S, i.e.,C = S(p), for some unknown parameter vectorp ∈ R n p . The vector p is a noisy measurement ofp, i.e., p =p +p, wherep is a zero mean random vector with a positive definite covariance matrix Vp. The function S defines the structure in the problem.
methods.
One approach, see [25, 12, 16] , to derive special purpose algorithms is to apply an iterative procedure, in which the constraint of (4) is linearized around the current approximation point and an equality constrained least squares problem is solved. Due to the structure of the involved matrices, significant speedup can be achieved. In [21] the equality constrained least squares problem is efficiently solved via the Generalized Schur Algorithm. The resulting algorithms for solving the STLS problem have computational cost linear in m. Unfortunately the developed algorithms are bound to particular structures and univariate STLS problems. For example, in [22] , A must be Toeplitz (or Hankel) and b unstructured, while in [17] , A b must be Toeplitz (or Hankel). New algorithms are needed for other structures and multivariate STLS problems, and their development is nontrivial.
The contribution of the present paper is a derivation of efficient numerical methods for the solution of a multivariate STLS problem with arbitrary combination of Toeplitz/Hankel structured, unstructured, and noise free blocks in the data matrix. We note that currently the method of [12] is the only one in the literature that can deal with multivariate problems. Although the problem class being considered is a very general one, restricting to particular cases, the asymptotic computational efficiency of the derived algorithms as m → ∞ is comparable to or better than that of the best currently available algorithms.
Unlike the methods mentioned above, which solve the STLS problem in its original formulation (4), the proposed methods solve an equivalent optimization problem, derived by analytically minimizing (4) over p, for a fixed X. A similar approach, using a different parameterization of the structure, is taken in the derivation of the so called constrained total least squares (CTLS) problem [1] . However, [1] is restricted to univariate problems and does not use the best optimization techniques in terms of computational efficiency and robustness (very good initial estimates are needed). Another STLS problem formulation is based on the Riemannian singular value decomposition [7] , where the derived The equivalent problem is an unconstrained, nonconvex, and nondifferentiable optimization problem. Since the number of decision variables nd is fixed and much smaller than m, the main computational effort for applying standard optimization techniques is in the cost function evaluation.
We describe how the cost function and its first derivative can be evaluated efficiently under our assumptions. As a result, the computational cost of the standard optimization solvers is linear in m.
Alternatively to the use of standard local optimization methods, we describe an iterative procedure for the solution of the equivalent problem. The proposed iterative method is essentially different from the standard optimization methods. It is similar to the one used for the solution of the element-wise weighted total least squares (EW-TLS) problem [24, 19] . We compare numerically the efficiency of the proposed methods and the methods of [17, 22, 12] .
Standard notation used in the paper is: R for the set of the real numbers, N for the set of the natural is defined by A = vec −1 (a).
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we derive the equivalent optimization problem.
In Section 3, we define the considered class of structures and identify useful properties that hold in this case. In Section 4, we introduce the proposed algorithms for solving the equivalent optimization problem and in Section 5, describe their implementation. In Section 6, we compare numerically the efficiency of the proposed algorithms and the algorithms of [17, 22, 12] . Section 7 gives conclusions and directions for future work. 
where X ext is the extended parameter X ext := X −I . The STLS problem (4) is equivalent to the unconstrained minimization of f 0 ,
Next, we obtain the cost function f 0 . Denote the residual AX − B by R,
and let r be the vectorized R ⊤ , i.e.,
. . .
We use similar notation for the random partR = R − E R =ÃX −B =C X ext of the residual.
Due to the assumption that S is affine, the constraint of (4) is linear in p:
where
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Thus we have to solve the following problem:
Note that for the feasibility of (6), the constraint G(X) p = r (X) has to be solvable. Assuming that G(X) is full rank, at least md parameters are needed, i.e., n p ≥ md. Under this condition, (6) is a least-norm problem and its solution is given by
Note 1 (Relation to the EW-TLS problem [19] .) We can write f 0 as
where M i j (X) ∈ R d×d is the (i, j )-th block of the matrix M(X) := Ŵ −1 (X). The cost function of the EW-TLS problem [19] is of the same type but M i j (X) = 0 for i = j ; equivalently the matrix Ŵ(X) is block diagonal.
Note 2 (Relation to the CTLS problem [1]
.) The CTLS problem considers the same optimization problem as defined in (7) but restricted to univariate problems (d = 1) and using a different weight matrix Ŵ due to a different parameterization of the structure.
Next, we show that the weight matrix Ŵ is the covariance matrix Vr of the centered residualr . We
PROPERTIES OF THE CENTERED RESIDUAL COVARIANCE MATRIX
For the derivation of the cost function f 0 of the equivalent minimization problem (5), only the assumption that S is an affine function was used. Now we give the following additional assumptions:
, where T ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n p } m×(n+d) is a known matrix;
(ii). T = T 1 · · · T q , where T i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n p } m×n i has one of the following structures:
Assumption (i), allows at most one element of p to enter the (i, j )-th entry of the data matrix S( p):
In the latter case, the entry S( p) i j
is not modified by any of the structure parameters p i . (Clearly we do not modify the noise free entries.) Assumption (ii) further restricts S( p) to be a block matrix of which the blocks are structured with one of the four predefined structures.
Under assumptions (i)-(iii), the specification of the structure describing function S is given by the matrix S 0 and an array
that describes the structure of the blocks {T k } q k=1 ; T i specifies the block T i by giving its type T i (1) and the number of columns n i = T i (2) . For example, T 1 = T 4 defines that T = T 1 , with T 1 a Toeplitz matrix with 4 columns. Due to assumption (ii), the matrix T is completely described by its first s + 1 rows, where
The entries in the Toeplitz (Hankel) structured submatrices C i are equal along the diagonals (antidiagonals). Thus the elements in the first row of C appear at most down the first s + 1 rows.
This property and the constant s are extensively used later on.
In terms of the measurement errors matrixC, our assumptions imply stationarity in a wide sense By definition, the covariance matrix Vr (X) is a positive semidefinite matrix. Under assumptions (i)-(iii), however, it has useful additional structure. To show this, define the covariance matrix Vc :
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Vr ,i j (X) = 0 for |i − j | ≥ s + 1. Thus Vr (X) has the block banded Toeplitz structure, 
In order to save notation, we will occasionally drop the explicit dependence of r and Vr on X.
PROPOSED NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS
We consider numerical methods for the solution of the optimization problem (5). One approach is to use standard algorithms for local optimization. The choice of the optimization method is inspired by the need to use as much as possible the specific features of the problem. Due to the non-differentiability of the cost function, a natural candidate is the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [23] . If the initial approximation is far from the discontinuities, however, more efficient methods such as Quasi-Newton exist that can further exploit the derivative information. Even further improvement is achieved by taking into account the least-squares nature of the problem. The cost function can be written as
is the Cholesky factor of V −1 r , and one can exploit special methods for nonlinear least squares problems, e.g., the Gauss-Newton and the Levenberg-Marquardt method [20] . The main computational effort in solving the problem by local optimization methods is in the cost function and the derivative evaluation. Crucial for the efficiency is the special structure of Vr . Another approach for the solution of (5) is an iterative procedure for solving the first order optimality condition f ′ 0 (X) = 0. The method is first proposed in [24] for the univariate EW-TLS problem, then developed for more general EW-TLS problems in [19] , and recently generalized for the STLS problem in [14] . The derivative f ′ 0 (X) is, see the Appendix,
and M i j ∈ R d×d , N i j ∈ R d×d are the corresponding (i, j )-th blocks of M and N.
We approach a solution of the equation f ′ 0 (X) = 0 by organizing an iterative procedure. Let {X (l) }, l = 0, 1, . . . be the sequence of approximations produced by the iterative procedure starting from a given initial approximation X (0) . On the l-th step, the following linear equation:
is solved for the approximation X (l+1) on the next step. The proposed iterative algorithm is:
1) Find an initial approximation X (0) , e.g., the TLS estimate, and let k := 0.
2) Repeat 2a) Solve the linear system F(X (l+1) , X (l) ) = 0 for X (l+1) and let l := l + 1.
3) The computed STLS estimator isX := X (l) .
In [13, 19] conditions are established under which a similar iterative algorithm for the EW-TLS problem has local convergence. For a fixed sample size, the convergence of the algorithm for the EW-TLS problem is linear and as m → ∞ the convergence rate tends to quadratic. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHMS
The input data for the algorithms is the data matrix C := S( p), the structure description T , and the covariance matrix V . First, we show how the compressed structure information T is used in the computations. Then, we describe the evaluation of the cost function, the derivative f ′ 0 , and the implementation of the proposed iterative algorithm.
For the computation of the cost function, we need the matrices {Vc ,k } 
The structured noise matrixC is related to the parameter noise vectorp as follows: Vr (X) can be constructed, and from the solution of the system Vr (X)y r (X) = r (X), the cost function is found as f 0 (X) = r ⊤ (X)y r (X).
The properties of Vr (X) can be exploited in the solution of the system Vr (X)y r (X) = r (X).
The efficiency of the proposed algorithms relies on efficient solution methods for structured systems of equations. Table I The functions DPBSV.F, MB02GD.F, and sbt drv.f90 have computational cost, which is linear in m. The LAPACK solver DPBSV.F is based on the banded Cholesky factorization [11] . It ignores the Toeplitz structure of Vr and as a result the cost for this function increases quadratically with respect to the bandwidth s. The function MB02GD.F from the SLICOT library, see [4] , and the function sbt drv.f90 of [5] use simultaneously the band and the Toeplitz structure of Vr . For the purpose of the simulation study of the algorithms, see Section 6, we use an m-file implementation of the banded Cholesky factorization.
In the case when a nonlinear least squares optimization is used, instead of the cost function f 0 (X), . . .
The second sum in (12) can be written as
Thus the evaluation of the derivative f ′ 0 (X) uses the solution of Vr (X)y r (X) = r (X), already computed for the cost function evaluation.
The steps described above and the required number of flops are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 (Cost function and first derivative evaluation)
Input: A, B, X, {Vc ,k } s k=0 . flops per step
the system Vr y r = r , where Vr is given in (10),
If only the cost function evaluation is required, output f 0 and stop.
5) Y r = vec −1 (y r ), where vec −1 is defined in (13) 0
Output f 0 , f ′ 0 and stop. Next, we consider the proposed iterative method. First we describe the implementation for the univariate case. Given an approximation x (k) ∈ R n on the current iteration step, we form the matrix Vr (x (k) ) and the residual vector r (x (k) ). Let as before M = V The approximation x (k+1) , on the next iteration step, is obtained from the solution of the following
Algorithm 1 requires O(md(s
or equivalently
where Vã ,k , Vãb ,k , and N k are defined in (14) . 
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Algorithm 2 (MVK1)
Input: A, b, T , V , ε. flops per step 1) Compute an initial approximation x, e.g., the TLS or the LS estimate.
2) Form {Vc ,k } s k=0 from the given T and V .
3) Repeat
the system Vr Y c = A b , where Vr is given in (10),
Outputx = x and stop. For the second sum, we have,
. . . 
Let
One can check by inspection that
Thus the second sum can be computed by
In addition to Y A and y b , we have to compute the solution y r of the system Vr y r = r , needed for the evaluation of the matrix N. In total, a system Vr Y = A vec(B ⊤ ) r with n + 2 right-hand-sides should be solved in order to assemble the system
giving the approximation on the next iteration step.
Algorithm 3 (MVK2)
Input: A, B, T , V , ε. flops per step 1) Compute an initial approximation X, e.g., the TLS or the LS estimate.
for k = 0, 1, . . . , s,
where Vr is given in (10), and A is given in (16),
OutputX = X and stop. 
COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS
In this section, we compare numerically the statistical and computational efficiency of the STLS solution methods. In Section 6.1, we compare the best currently available algorithms from the literature [17, 22] , with the proposed algorithms, described in Section 4. The experiment in Section 6.2 deals with a multivariate STLS problem and compares the proposed algorithms with the algorithm of [12] . In Section 6.3, we check the achievable accuracy of the algorithms by a benchmark problem with analytically known solution. In Section 6.4, we test the algorithms in the special cases of unstructured data with noise model according to the LS, TLS, and generalized total least squares (GTLS) problems. All experiments are carried out in M ATLAB 5 running on a PC i686. [17, 22] We compare the flop counts, the number of iterations, and (where applicable) the number of cost function evaluations of the algorithm stln2 from [17] (labeled below STLN2) and the new methods described in Section 4. The LS estimate, computed in MATLAB by the command A\b, and the TLS estimate, computed via the singular value decomposition [10, 28] , are also added for comparison.
Comparison with the algorithms of
For the optimization based methods, described in Section 4, an option is the choice of the optimization method. We use the following functions from MATLAB's Optimization Toolbox:
• fminsearch -implements the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm (labeled with NM),
• fminunc -implements the BFGS Quasi-Newton method (labeled with QN),
• lsqnonlin -implements the Levenberg-Marquardt method (labeled with LM).
The simulation setup is as follows. The structure of the data matrix is Toeplitz with n = 2 and
A true data matrixC = ĀB is generated that satisfies the structure Table III shows the average flop counts for the algorithms (without those for the computation of the initial approximation). For small n, as in the considered simulation, the most efficient, from the STLS solvers, is the proposed iterative algorithm MVK1, followed by STLN2. Table IV shows the average number of iterations and the average number of cost function evaluations. one described above but now the structure is: A Toeplitz, b unstructured, i.e., T = { T n , U 1 }, and cov(p) = (0.05) 2 · I n p . We compare the proposed algorithms with the algorithm stln1 from [17] (labeled STLN1). The NM algorithm is excluded from the comparison because in this experiment its computation is too expensive. The results are given in Tables V-VII algorithms and MVK1 solve on each iteration step an unstructured linear system of equations with n equations and n unknowns, which results in computational complexity O(n 3 ). The theoretical computational complexity of STLN1 [22] is O(n 2 ) in n per iteration.
Comparison with the algorithm of [12]
In this section, we compare the proposed algorithms with the one from 
Benchmark test
In [7, Sec. IV C] an STLS problem with known analytical solution is given. The problem is with n = 1, 
where α := p(0) and β := 1/x. Eliminating α from the first order optimality condition of (17), the following equation is obtained
The left-hand side H (β) of (18) is a polynomial in β of degree 3n p − 4. The solutionβ of the STLS problem (17) is the root of H for which the cost function is minimal. The optimal value for α iŝ
We use equation (18) to check the accuracy of the numerical solutions found by the optimization algorithms. The numerical solutions are computed with the highest possible accuracy, i.e., the stopping criterion is x (k−1) − x (k) / x (k−1) < ε, where ε is the machine epsilon. Table XI The result shows that the MVK1 algorithm achieves better numerical accuracy than the optimization based algorithms. MVK1 is based on the first order optimality condition and does not use cost function evaluations. There is a loss of accuracy in the cost function evaluation because the original data C is squared in the computation of f 0 . Note that the QN method has 4 more accurate digits than the NM method. This is due to the use of information for the first derivative in addition to the cost function. 
Test on unstructured data
In this section, we apply the STLS estimator, computed by the LM and MVK1 algorithms, to data obtained according to the LS, TLS, and GTLS models. In all these cases the data is unstructured. The covariance matrix V , however, differs from case to case. The purpose of the experiment is to verify that the algorithms work adequately in these special cases, showing the generality of the proposed STLS approach.
In the experiments of this section, m = 40, n = 2, and d = 1. The entries of the true data matrix are random, uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], so that T = { U 3 }. In the LS model, the data matrix is C = Āb +b , whereb ∼ N(0, (0.01) 2 · I ). Then V = diag(0, 0, 1). The initial approximation for the STLS algorithms LM and MVK1 is the LS estimate. Both algorithms converge in a single iteration step to the LS estimate, see Table XII left.
In the TLS model, the data matrix is C = Ā +Ãb +b , wherec ∼ N(0, (0.01) 2 I ). Now, V = diag(1, 1, 1) and the initial approximation for the STLS algorithms is the TLS estimate. Both algorithms converge in a single iteration step to the TLS estimate, see Table XII Table XIII .
The EW-TLS model is not a special case of the STLS model satisfying assumption (iii). In assumption (iii) we require the noise to be stationary while such an assumption is not enforced in the EW-TLS problem formulation, see [15] . In fact, the stationary EW-TLS model is the GTLS model. We have proposed efficient numerical methods for the computation of the STLS estimator. The structure of the data matrix is specified block-wise, where each of the blocks is Toeplitz/Hankel structured, unstructured, or noise free. The solution methods are based on an equivalent unconstrained optimization problem, in which the correction p is eliminated. The cost function of the equivalent problem is f 0 (X) = r ⊤ Ŵ −1 r where the weight matrix Ŵ is equal to the covariance matrix Vr of the centered residualr . Under our structure assumptions Vr is a block banded Toeplitz matrix.
The proposed numerical methods are i) standard optimization methods in combination with an efficient cost function and first derivative evaluation, and ii) a new iterative method similar to the one proposed in [24, 19] . Both approaches have computational cost linear in the sample size m. The efficient implementation is possible due to exploitation of the banded structure of the covariance matrix Vr .
We numerically compared the proposed methods with the ones of [17, 22, 12] . Future work aims to generalize the approach for block Toeplitz/Hankel structured matrices. We are looking for specific problems that can benefit from the algorithms. The numerical efficiency of the proposed methods can be improved when they are specialized to particular STLS problems. 
